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Abstract The thermodynamic theory of thin lubricant
film melting, confined between two hard rough solid surfaces, is built using the Landau phase transition approach.
For the description of a melting condition the order parameter is introduced which is a periodical part of microscopic medium density function. The shear modulus of
lubricant is proportional to the order parameter squared.
The thermodynamic and shear melting are described consistently. A mechanical analogue of a tribological system in the boundary friction mode is studied. The time
dependencies of the friction force, the relative velocity of
the interacting surfaces, and the elastic component of the
shear stresses appearing in the lubricant are obtained. It
is shown that the shear modulus of the lubricant and the
elastic stresses become zero in the liquid-like state. The
irregular stick-slip mode of melting is described, which is
observed in experiments. It is shown that the frequency of
stiction spikes in the irregular mode increases with growth
of the shear velocity. Comparison of the obtained results
with experimental data is carried out.
Keywords Nanotribology · Boundary Lubrication
Friction · Friction Mechanisms · Stick-Slip
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1 Introduction
Boundary friction mode emerges if the thickness of a lubricant material between two rubbing surfaces does not
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exceed 10 atomic layers [1,2]. Experiments show that thin
lubricants demonstrate abnormal properties in comparison with those in the case of bulk liquids [3]. In particular,
the stick-slip motion mode inherent to dry friction is observed [1,4]. Stick-slip motion is explained as a solidification induced by squeezing of rubbing surfaces, followed by
an abrupt melting when shear stresses exceed the critical
value (”shear melting“). There are a few phenomenological models that partially explain the results experimentally
observed: thermodynamic models [5, 6], synergetic models [7,8] etc. Methods of molecular dynamics are very often
used [9–11] and give good results, however, in this case at
the description of each particular experimental situation it
is necessary to write down various systems of equations
and it is difficult to track any general tendency. Microscopic theories often can not explain behavior of macroscopic quantities which are actually measured in real experiments [3, 12]. Besides, when using computer modeling it is often impossible to describe long-term processes
because of computing restrictions. The phenomenological approach, in particular shown in this work, gives the
chance to bypass the specified difficulties and can help
to connect the parameters of microscopic theories with
macroscopic measurements.
It turns out that the lubricant can operate in a number of kinetic modes, and transitions between them take
place in the course of friction, which is responsible for
the stick-slip motion [3]. Theoretical study in paper [13]
has predicted the three modes of friction: a sliding at low
shear velocities, a regular stick-slip motion, and a sliding mode at high shear velocities. Numerous experiments
confirm the existence of these modes [3, 14, 15]. Thermodynamic theory proposed in work [5] is based on the expansion of the free energy of the system into a power series in the parameter ϕ. The ϕ2 is the shear modulus of
lubricant, which takes on zero value in liquid-like state of
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lubricant and has non-zero value in solid-like one. This
approach is based on the Landau theory of phase transitions [16]. Within the framework of model developed in [5]
the second-order phase transition is investigated only and
in this case the stick-slip motion mode is not observed.
The first- and second-order phase transitions take place
in experiments [3]. The first-order phase transition in ultrathin lubricant film results in the stick-slip motion [3, 6].
The proposed work continues the consideration started
in [6], which based on the ideas of [5]. We are aiming to
study the non-regular stick-slip motion at the first-order
phase transition within the framework of the models [5, 6]
using a mechanical equivalent for the tribological system
and taking into account the roughness of rubbing surfaces
in boundary lubrication regime.
The work is devoted to description of reasons for
the phenomena occurring at boundary friction. In
the offered general model the concrete types of lubricants and rubbing surfaces are not considered.
Since the approach is quantitative, it can be modified to describe concrete experiments. Partly this
can be done by the choice of numerical values of introduced further coefficients. Many typical boundary
lubricants consist of polymer molecules bonded with
polar ends to the lubricated surfaces. These situations can not be described with the presented model
that is valid only for lubricants with non-polar quasispherical molecules [3]. One reason for this is that
in the proposed work in the liquid-like state of the
lubricant the elastic stresses are equal to zero due
to the complete disordering of lubricant molecules.
In the thin lubricants with polymeric molecules the
total disordering (as well as the ordering) is not always possible. Other reason is that obtained kinetic
dependencies are strictly periodic that is observed
only for quasispherical molecules [3].
All sections of work are devoted to consideration
of the lubricant with the constant thickness while in
Sect. 6 generalization is carried out on rough surfaces. The detailed description of the phenomena,
taking place due to spatial non-homogeneities in
the lubricant, represents a separate complex problem and this is not the goal of the work. Therefore the simplified description is resulted in Sect. 6,
where the dependence of lubricant thickness on the
level of surfaces non-homogeneities is taken into
account. At motion of surfaces the lubricant thickness changes everywhere that causes the variation
of strain levels in plane. It is the reason for the local melting. In the case of roughness of only one
surface the stick-slip mode is regular that is also
restriction and it does not occur at long polymeric
molecules. It is wroth noting that according to the
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model in the limit of small thickness of the lubricant it is liquid-like. An analogical result is obtained
within the framework of approach, describing the
second-order phase transition [17], where the lubricant thickness effect is discussed in detail.

2 Density of free energy
Let us introduce the density of free energy for the lubricant
in the form [5, 6]:
a
b
c
f = α(T −Tc )ϕ2 + ϕ2 ε2el − ϕ3 + ϕ4 ,
(1)
2
3
4
where T is the temperature of the lubricant, Tc is the critical temperature, εel is the shear component of elastic
strain, α, a, b, c are the positive constants, ϕ is the order
parameter (the amplitude of periodical part of microscopic
function of medium density [5]). Parameter ϕ is equal to
zero in liquid-like phase and takes on a non-zero value
in solid-like structure. Such form of expansion is used for
description of first-order phase transitions.
Let us define the elastic stress in the lubricant layer as
σel = ∂f /∂εel :
σel = µεel ,
2

µ = aϕ ,

(2)
(3)

where µ is the shear modulus of lubricant. According to
(1) and (3) the shear modulus µ takes on zero value when
lubricant is liquid-like (ϕ = 0). And µ possesses a nonzero value when lubricant has solid-like structure (ϕ > 0).
The stationary states are defined by the condition
∂f /∂ϕ = 0 [6]:
s 


2
b
b
a 2
2α(T − Tc )
ϕ∓ =
∓
−
εel +
.
(4)
2c
2c
c
c
In addition to (4) the stationary state ϕ0 = 0 always exists
corresponding to extremum of potential (1) at zero value
of order parameter (it may be both a maximum and a minimum of potential (1)). According to Eq. (4) the melting
of lubricant takes place when its temperature T increases,
as well as when the shear component of elastic strain εel
grows. Thus, the given model considers the thermal and
shear melting, which are governed by different mechanisms.
The analysis of equation (4) allows us to obtain the following cases. Let us introduce the function
B(εel , T ) = aε2el + 2α (T − Tc ) .

(5)

At B(εel , T ) ≤ 0 the one non-zero minimum of potential (1) at positive values of ϕ is realized (curve 1 in fig. 1).
In this case the lubricant is solid-like, because the shear
modulus µ > 0. In the intermediate interval of values 0 <
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where τε is the Maxwell relaxation time for internal stress.
The total strain in the lubricant is defined as the sum of
elastic and plastic components:
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Fig. 1 Dependence of density of free energy f (J/m3 ) (1) on order
parameter ϕ (dimensionless variable) at α = 0.95 J·K−1 /m3 , Tc =
290 K, a = 2 · 1012 Pa, b = 230 J/m3 , c = 900 J/m3 . Curves 1–
3 correspond to the temperatures T =271, 286, 310 (K) and εel =
3 · 10−6 .

B(εel , T ) < b2 /4c zero maximum of potential is transformed to minimum, and in addition the maximum appears separating zero minimum from non-zero one (curve
2 in fig. 1). In such case the lubricant can have solid-like,
or liquid-like structure, depending on initial conditions.
And in the case B(εel , T ) ≥ b2 /4c single zero minimum
of f (ϕ) is realized (curve 3 in fig. 1), which corresponds
to zero value of shear modulus µ and liquid-like structure
of the lubricant according to (3). Since the parameter ϕ is
the density modulation we describe only positive values of
ϕ, and negative values of this parameter have no physical
meaning.

3 Phase diagram
Let us introduce V as the relative shear velocity of the rubbing surfaces divided by an ultrathin lubricant film with
the thickness h. To find a relationship between the shear
velocity and elastic strain in the lubricant film we will use
the Debye approximation relating the elastic strain εel and
the plastic one εpl [5]:
εel
,
τε

(7)

and it fixes the motion velocity of the top block V according to the well known relationship [18]:

0.8

3

ε̇pl =

3

(6)

(8)

The last three equalities give the expression for the elastic
component of shear strain [6]:
V τε
τε ε̇el = −εel +
.
(9)
h
At constant shear velocity V the stationary value of elastic
strain is defined by (9):
V τε
ε0el =
.
(10)
h
In the general case free energy (1) depends on the
thickness of lubricant h [17]. It is worth noting that
the second term in (1) depends on the square of
elastic strain ε2el . According to equation (10) the stationary elastic strain increases with thickness h decreasing. Therefore in the limit h → 0 of very thin
lubricant the strain εel → ∞. Thus, in expansion (1)
the second term is determining, and the stationary
value of the order parameter is equal to zero, consequently the lubricant is liquid-like similar to the
work [17]. Study of the lubricant thickness effect has
been carried out in Refs. [19, 20] also.
According to the principle of minimum of energy the
system tends to occupy a state corresponding to the minimum of potential f (ϕ) at any initial conditions (see fig. 1).
Thus, the stationary value of the order parameter sets in,
defined by the expression (4), where the sign ”+“ meets
the stable state (the minimum) and the sign ”-“ corresponds to unstable one (the maximum). In fig. 2 the stationary values of order parameter are shown, which are
calculated according to expression (4), in which the stationary elastic strain εel is defined by the formula (10). The
solid parts of curves correspond to the stable stationary
states, and the dashed lines meet the unstable ones.
At zero shear velocity (the shear stress and strain are
equal to zero) and small value of the temperature T the lubricant is solid-like, because a non-zero value of order parameter ϕ is realized, and according to (3) the shear modulus µ is not equal to zero either (fig. 2a, solid section of
curve 1). In this case the potential is shown by curve 1 in
fig. 1. If the temperature T exceeds the critical value

2
a τε V
b2
Tc0 = Tc −
+
(11)
2α
h
8αc
the order parameter ϕ changes abruptly from non-zero
value
b
ϕA =
(12)
2c

4
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Thus, the abrupt change of the order parameter from zero
to non-zero value
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the melting of lubricant occurs, and if V is less than the
value
r
h 2α(Tc − T )
0
Vc =
(16)
τε
a

0.6
2

0.4

the lubricant solidifies. Here the situation is similar to the
one presented in fig. 2a.
But some different features exist in these figures. In
fig. 2a the width of the hysteresis loop is constant at all
velocities V . The width of the hysteresis loop ∆T can be
obtained from equations (11), (13):
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Fig. 2 Dependence of stationary value of order parameter ϕ (4) on
temperature of lubricant T (K) and shear velocity V (nm/s) at parameters of fig. 1 and h = 1 nm, τε = 10−8 s: a – curves 1–
4 correspond to the fixed values of shear velocity V =0, 900, 1400,
1665 (nm/s); b – curves 1–4 correspond to the fixed temperatures
T =0, 170, 270, 295 (K). In this figure and in further ones the transitions are shown by arrows not for all curves for better recognition of
figures.

to zero with transition of the lubricant in liquid-like state,
and curve 3 in fig. 1 depicts this. If after this transition
the value of T decreases, the lubricant solidifies at lower
temperature:

Tc0

a
= Tc −
2α



τε V
h

(14)

is observed.
The potential in the intermediate interval Tc0 < T <
Tc0 is shown by curve 2 in fig. 1. Therefore the dependence ϕ(T ) has hysteresis character and corresponds to
the first-order phase transitions. The reasons for hysteresis behavior have been discussed earlier within the framework of synergetic model in the paper [21]. According to
fig. 2a the lubricant melts at smaller value of the temperature with increase in the shear velocity. Curve 4 corresponds to the case when the lubricant can not solidify after
melting with decrease in the temperature. If the velocity is
higher than a certain critical value, the lubricant is liquidlike (µ = 0) at any temperature.
According to fig. 2b, when the velocity exceeds the
critical value
r
h 2α(Tc − T )
b2
Vc0 =
+
(15)
τε
a
4ac

1

0.4

b
c

2
.

(13)

b2
.
8αc

(17)

According to (15), (16) the width of the hysteresis loop
∆V in fig. 2b increases with growth of the temperature.
Similar result was obtained within the framework
of other model [22, 23]. Velocity and temperature
differently influence on the width of hysteresis ∆T
and ∆V because the temperature T is included in
the first power in potential (1), and the shear elastic strain εel has the second power and is connected
with the velocity of motion V by the linear relationship (10).
In fig. 3 the dependencies of critical velocity of lubricant melting Vc0 (15) and of its solidifying Vc0 (16)
on the temperature T are shown. Above the curve Vc0
the lubricant is liquid-like and the sliding friction regime
(SF ) is realized. In the interval V < Vc0 the lubricant has solid-like structure. Between curves in fig. 3
the potential f (ϕ) looks like shown by curve 2 in fig. 1,
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(DF or SF ), the dry friction DF or the sliding SF
is realized at motion, but not stick-slip mode. This
is standard situation for the first-order phase transitions. Dynamic phase diagram of the lubricant states
for the system depicted in Fig. 5 has complicated
form substantially dependent on the parameters of
concrete experimental system. The construction of
this diagram represents more complex problem, that
is not the purpose of the offered work. Such phase diagrams are obtained both experimentally [1, 3] and
theoretically [20].
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Fig. 3 Phase diagram with domains of liquid-like (SF ) and solidlike (DF ) lubricant at parameters of fig. 2.

At shear of rubbing surfaces in the layer of lubricant elastic
stress σel and viscous stress σv appear. The total stress is
the sum of these components:
σ = σel + σv .

therefore the lubricant state in this area depends on initial conditions. Thus, fig. 3 represents the phase diagram with two stationary friction modes. Figure 3 can
be interpreted also as the dependence of critical temperatures Tc0 (11) and Tc0 (13) on the shear velocity V . It
is worth noting that between curves in the diagram
there is the domain of the above mentioned hysteresis which always takes place at the first-order phase
transitions. Stick-slip friction mode examined further, which is often observed in such systems experimentally [1–3], is the consequence of the firstorder phase transition [24]. However, it is not worth
considering that exactly in this area of diagram the
stick-slip mode of friction is realized in the real experiment. For examined further tribological system,
which is the analogue of experimental situation, for
the parameters of point 1 in the phase diagram the
stationary mode of dry friction is realized that is
characterized by constant non-zero value of elastic
stresses σel (see Fig. 6). While for the parameters of
point 2, which as well as point 1 in Fig. 3 is in the
area of dry friction, the stick-slip motion is observed
(see Fig. 7). It takes place owing to that the friction
mode is determined by the whole tribological system
parameters, e.g., lubricant viscosity, mass of the rubbing block, spring rigidity (see Fig. 5). Therefore velocity V , shown in the axis of Fig. 3, is not definitely
determined by spring velocity V0 in Fig. 5 that leads
to the stick-slip mode. If an overhead block is moved
not by spring, but with the fixed velocity V (replacing spring by the rigid coupling), the phase diagram
in Fig. 3 is observed. However, in domain of hysteresis, depending on the initial state of the lubricant

(18)

The friction force F which interferes with the movement,
can be found as a product of total stress σ and area of rubbing surfaces A:
(19)

F = σA.

Let us define the viscous stress in the lubricant layer according to the formula [18]
σv =

ηef f V
,
h

(20)

where ηef f is the effective viscosity of lubricant material.
It is worth noting that according to (20) the viscous
stresses are in both liquid-like and solid-like lubricant states. The presence of the viscous (dissipative) stresses in both phases was shown in experimental work [25]. However, in the solid-like lubricant state the viscous stresses take on small values
since in accordance with (20) they are proportional
to the shear velocity V that is small in the solidlike state. The boundary lubricant is the non-Newtonian
liquid. Such lubricants have complex ηef f (ε̇) dependencies. For example, viscosity of pseudoplastic lubricants
decreases with increasing in shear rate ε̇, and for dilatant
lubricants the viscosity increases with growth of ε̇. Therefore we use the simple approximation [18]
γ

ηef f = k (ε̇) ,

(21)

allowing us to consider both cases qualitatively. Here the
proportionality factor k (Pa·sγ+1 ) is introduced.
With the account of (8) and (21) the expression for the
viscous stresses (20) takes on the form:
 γ+1
V
σv = k
.
(22)
h

6
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Fig. 4 Dependence of friction force F (mN) (23) on temperature
T (K) and shear velocity V (nm/s) at parameters of fig. 2 and
γ = −2/3, A = 3 · 10−9 m2 , k = 5 · 104 Pa·s1/3 : a – curves 1–
3 correspond to the constant values of shear velocity V =500, 700,
850 (nm/s); b – curves 1–3 correspond to the fixed values of temperature T = 200, 250, 292 (K).

Having substituted (18) and (22) into (19) we obtain the
final equation for friction force [6]:
"

γ+1 #
|V |
F = σel + k · sgn(V )
A,
(23)
h
where the elastic stress σel is defined by (2).
The dependence (23) is shown in fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows
that the friction force decreases at the fixed shear velocity with increase in the temperature. It occurs because of
the decrease in the shear modulus. When lubricant melts
(T > Tc0 ), the friction force does not depend on the

temperature, since within the considered model the shear
modulus is equal to zero in this case. The dependencies
are characterized by hysteresis, because at phase transition the shear modulus (3) changes abruptly.
Fig. 4b shows a different behavior. Here, according
to (23), at increase in velocity the total friction force at
first grows due to the increase in the viscous stresses σv ,
and because of the increase in the elastic component of F
caused by the increase in the elastic component of strain
(10). However, the shear modulus decreases with growth
of velocity leading to reduction of the elastic component of
force F . Therefore a critical velocity exists above which
the lubricant still remains solid-like, however, the total
friction force starts to decrease. With further increase in
the velocity at V > Vc0 (15) the melting occurs, and
the elastic stress (2) becomes equal to zero. Therefore the
first term in (23) is equal to zero also and that leads to
abrupt decrease in total friction force. If V increases furthermore, the value F increases due to the viscous component (the second term in (23)). The lubricant solidifies
at abrupt increase in force F but at a different value of velocity V = Vc0 (16). Let us note that in fig. 4b the dependencies of friction force after melting coincide for all
curves, since the viscous component of F depends on the
shear velocity only and does not depend on the temperature. In fig. 4b curve 3 differs from others, because its solid
part (stable value of F before melting) and dashed part
(unstable value of F ) together make a closed line. In addition, the friction force after melting is always described by
the dependence shown in figure by dash-dotted line (stable value of F after melting), since the lubricant can not
solidify with decrease in V anymore.
Actually figure 4 represents a friction map for boundary lubrication regime. This figure shows the lubricant
state (solid-like lubricant with big friction force or liquidlike lubricant with small value of friction force) depending
on system parameters.

5 Kinetic regimes
The dynamic characteristics of real tribological systems
are defined by the properties of system as a whole. In particular, in the hysteresis region of the dependence in fig. 3
the stick-slip mode of friction can be realized. A typical
scheme of tribological system is presented in fig. 5. Here
the spring of rigidity K is connected to the block of mass
M . The block is located on a smooth surface from which it
is separated by the layer of lubricant with thickness h. The
free end of the spring is brought in motion with a constant velocity V0 . Block motion initiates friction force F
(23) that resists its displacement. Generally, in a boundary friction mode the velocities of block V and spring V0 do
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Fig. 5 The scheme of tribological system.

Fig.
not coincide because
of the6oscillating character of force F
leading to stick-slip motion of the block.
Let us introduce X as the coordinate of the top block.
According to this the equation of motion looks like [3, 5, 6]
M Ẍ = K∆X − F.

(24)

Here ∆X is the spring tension, which can be defined as
Zt
∆X =

V

600
400
200

3

where t = t0 is the motion time of free end of the spring.
In the case when the value of V0 does not vary during time
Eq. (25) has the form
∆X = V0 t − X.

(26)

The abrupt change of the lubricant temperature and
strain leads to variation of order parameter, over
which value ϕ the free energy f is developed in the
power expansion (1) [16]. The time to rich the new
stable stationary value ϕ+ (4) is determined by the
generalized thermodynamic force −∂f /∂ϕ. If ϕ ≈ ϕ+
this force is small and relaxation process of transition to equilibrium is described by the linear kinetic
equation [26]1 :
∂f
,
∂ϕ

X, X

(25)

0

ϕ̇ = −δ

0

0
V0 dt0 − X,

7

(27)

where δ is the kinetic coefficient characterizing the
inertial properties of the system. After substitution of
energy (1) in (27), we obtain the equation in the explicit
form:

ϕ̇ = −δ 2α (T − Tc ) ϕ + aϕε2el − bϕ2 + cϕ3 .
(28)
To calculate the time evolution of the system the last
equation is to be solved together with (24), (9). At calculation we must use the relation Ẋ = V . However, the relaxation time of strain τε is small. Therefore the two equations (24), (28) are solved jointly and the strain is defined
from (10).
The result of calculation is shown in fig. 6. This figure
depicts the time dependencies of friction force F (t), shear
velocity of top block V (t), coordinate of this block X(t),
1
Equation (27) was introduced by Landau and Khalatnikov to
study the anomalous ultrasound absorption in the vicinity of phase
transition [27].

2
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el
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t

Fig. 6 Dependencies of friction force F (mN), shear velocity V (nm/s), coordinate of top block X (µm), spring tension
∆X (µm), elastic shear stress σel (MPa) on time t (s) at parameters
of fig. 1 and A = 0.15 · 10−9 m2 , γ = −2/3, k = 1.5 · 105 Pa·s1/3 ,
M = 0.5 kg, K = 800 N/m, δ = 100 J−1 ·m3 /s, T = 200 K.
Before dashed vertical line V0 = 600 nm/s, and after this line
V0 = 0 nm/s.

spring tension ∆X(t), and elastic shear stresses σel (t)
appearing in the lubricant. All dependencies are built at
the parameters, which correspond to the point 1 in the
phase diagram, shown in Fig. 3. Thus, dependencies meet
the parameters of dry friction regime DF . This figure and
figures 7, 8 are separated in two parts: if t < 6 s, the shear
velocity V0 has non-zero value, but when t > 6 s, the
driving device is stopped, and V0 = 0. Figure 6 shows
that stationary regime of dry friction sets in during time
if V0 = 600 nm/s. In this mode the top rubbing block
shifts with the constant velocity V , which coincides with
velocity of motion of the spring’s free end V0 = 600 nm/s.
This occurs because in this particular case in the station-

8

ary regime the tension of spring ∆X remains constant,
that is equivalent of inflexible connection of the top rubbing surface with the driving device. Since the velocity V
is not variable and the lubricant is solid-like with constant
elastic stress σel , the friction force F also does not change
with time. The coordinate X increases with time, because
the system is in motion. After time t > 6 s the velocity
of free end of spring is equal to zero, all parameters relax
to zero values, and coordinate X relaxes to constant nonzero value. It takes place because ∆X decreases during
time and elastic force K∆X reduces too. The main reason
for such behavior is that the friction force F does not have
static components in this model [28]. And at zero velocity
V = 0 friction force F always has zero value.
In fig. 7 the similar dependencies are shown for point 2
in phase diagram that is also within the dry friction area.
However, as we can see, the stick-slip friction mode sets
in here, which is characterized by saw-like form of the
F (t) dependence. The reason for this is that the properties
of the tribological system, shown in fig. 5, are determined
by the properties of the whole system, and the phase diagram depicted in fig. 3 is built at constant shear velocity
V . In the dynamic case, when the velocity V0 is constant,
the velocity V strongly depends on the spring rigidity K
and on the coefficient k, which determines the contribution of the viscosity in the total friction force (23) and so
on. Therefore for tribological system the phase diagram
has more complex form that requires more detailed study.
Let us consider fig. 7 in more details. At the moment of
time t = 0 the movement begins, the spring tension ∆X
is increased that leads to the growth of elastic force K∆X
due to the enhancement of increase in the elastic stress
σel and friction force F . The velocity of movement of the
upper rubbing block V is also increasing. When the velocity V exceeds the critical value (15) the lubricant melts
and the elastic stress is equal to zero. Accordingly the friction force decreases sharply, since the movement velocity
of the block V increases sharply, and it slips on a significant distance during a short period of time. Due to such
sharp slip the spring tension ∆X decreases, that leads to
reduction of the shear velocity V , and when it becomes
less than the value (16) the lubricant solidifies. The described process is periodic in time. For the dependence
F (t) in the insert after melting and a sharp decrease in
friction force the two maxima are observed. The first maximum corresponds to the liquid-like lubricant, when the
friction force possesses large value due to the increase in
the viscous components of stress (22) at big shear velocity V . The second narrow peak meets the solidification of
the lubricant and a sharp appearance of elastic stress in it.
This maximum is very narrow due to sharp decrease in the
shear velocity V after solidification of the lubricant leading
to reduction of the full friction force F (23). After decreas-
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Fig. 7 The kinetic dependencies of system quantities at parameters
of fig. 6. Before dashed vertical line V0 = 800 nm/s, and after this
line V0 = 0 nm/s.

ing the force F grows again until the subsequent melting of the lubricant. Let us note that within the framework of proposed model at stick-slip motion the narrow peak is always present when lubricant solidifies
(see insert in the top panel in Fig. 7). However, the
peak height strongly depends on the lubricant viscosity and parameters of tribological system shown
in Fig. 5. It may be lower but we have chosen parameters at which it is well expressed in dependencies. We do not know experimental works with the
presence of such peak, therefore it is prognostication. Due to high rate of relaxation of elastic stresses
σel the peak is very narrow. Its width in our work is
about 0.002 seconds. The interval of measuring must
be yet less than above mentioned for synonymous
exposure of such peak in experiment. Experiments
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Fig. 8 The kinetic dependencies of system quantities at parameters
of fig. 6. Before dashed vertical line V0 = 1100 nm/s, and after this
line V0 = 0 nm/s.

are unknown for us, where measuring is carried out
so often. In more detail the section with the peak
of dependence of friction force on time is described
in recently published work [29] using more simple
symmetric expansion. This peak arises when lubricant solidifies similar to the ”stopping spike” which
is obtained in experiment [30]. The ”stopping spike”
is realized in proposed work in Fig. 8 after stopping
of driving spring at t > 6 s. Also the narrow peak of
friction force was observed after melting within the
framework of approach offered in Ref. [20].
Dependencies, shown in fig. 8, were built for the parameters of the point 3 in the phase diagram, which is in
the area of sliding friction SF . At this temperature T according to the phase diagram in the state of rest V = 0
the lubricant is solid-like. So, in fig. 8 at the beginning
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of the movement all parameters monotonically increase.
At the condition of melting (15) the lubricant melts, and
elastic stress σel relaxes to zero value that leads to the
reduction of the friction force, to a sharp increase in the
shear velocity V , and a rapid sliding of the rubbing surface on a significant distance. At the same time the spring
tension ∆X is reduced. In the dependence F (t), as in figure 7, after melting the maximum of viscous friction force
is realized. However, the subsequent peak of solidification
for t < 6 s is not observed, because at the parameters
of figure the shear velocity V , setting in after melting, is
always larger than the value (16) at which lubricant solidifies. Thus, in the case under consideration the kinetic
regime of liquid friction is realized in the system. In this
mode the lubricant is liquid-like that provides the minimal
resistance to the movement by the friction force F . Note
that in this regime the stationary shear velocity V coincides with the value V0 similar to the case shown in fig. 6.
After time t > 6 s the solidification of lubricant and further
relaxation of main parameters is observed.
In figure 9 the dependence F (t) at the increase in shear
velocity V0 is shown. For parameters of the top panel at
velocity of first part of the figure the lubricant has solidlike structure and dry friction mode is realized. In the second part the stick-slip mode is realized with increase in
velocity. It is visible that with further increase in velocity (third part) the frequency of stick-slip transitions is
larger. And at value V0 = V04 the lubricant has liquidlike structure. At higher temperature (the bottom panel
of fig. 9) the friction force decreases and melting of the
lubricant is observed at lower velocities. In figure 10 the
dependence of friction force F (t) at the increase in the
temperature is shown. In top panel at the temperatures of
first two parts the lubricant is solid-like and the stationary
value of friction force is constant. But for the second part
the value of F is less because the temperature is higher.
In the third part the stick-slip motion is realized, since at
this temperature the lubricant already can melt. And in the
last part the lubricant melts fully, and the kinetic regime
of sliding occurs. The bottom panel of fig. 10 is build at
higher value of velocity V0 . As we can see, in this case the
lubricant melts at smaller temperatures. For parameters
of bottom panel the lubricant is not observed in solid-like
steady state.
6 Simple model for rough surfaces
In previous sections we considered the case when the friction surfaces have atomically flat structure. This situation
is possible for small domain of contact area. In real friction mechanisms the surfaces are always rough. Let us
use the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process λ(t) [31] for generation of the surfaces with random roughness. For numer-
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where τλ is the correlation time, Wn is the random force
[33]:
√ p
(30)
Wn = 2I −2 ln r1 cos(2πr2 ), ri ∈ (0, 1].
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Fig. 9 The kinetic dependencies of friction force F (mN) at parameters of fig. 6 and velocities V01 = 600, V02 = 650, V03 = 900,
V04 = 950 (nm/s). The top panel in the figure corresponds to the
temperature T = 200 K, and the bottom panel meets the value
T = 240 K.
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Fig. 10 The kinetic dependencies of friction force F (mN) at parameters of fig. 6 and the temperatures T1 = 170, T2 = 200,
T3 = 240, T4 = 280 (K). The top panel in the figure correspond
to the velocity V0 = 600 nm/s, and the bottom panel meets the
value V0 = 720 nm/s.

ical realization of λ(t) the following iterative procedure is
used [32]:


λn+1 = λn

∆t
1−
τλ

√


−

∆t
Wn ,
τλ

(29)

Here 2I is the dispersion, r1 and r2 are the pseudorandom numbers with uniform distribution. Let us consider the system shown in fig. 11. In this figure we have
the top rough block which is separated from lower rough
surface by the lubricant layer. At first consider the simplest 2D model with roughness in single X direction. We
assume that distance between all points of top and bottom
surfaces is not changed in direction which is perpendicular to motion. The minimal distance between surfaces l is
shown by dashed lines in the figure. At further calculations the constant value of the distance is l = 1 nm. For
all kinetic dependencies in previous sections we used the
value of contact area A = 0.15 · 10−9 m2 . If the top block
has the
√ form the length of this block is equal to
√ square
L = A = 0.15 · 10−9 ≈ 0.12 · 10−4 m. The procedure
of obtaining the time dependencies for the case shown in
fig. 11 is analogue to previous way. The main difference
is that the distance between surfaces h is not constant.
At solving the equations of motion we separate the contact area of surfaces by N segments. After that hi , εel,i ,
ϕi , σel,i , Fi are calculated for all segments separately. The
friction force for each segment is defined by
"

γ+1 # 2
|V |
L
Fi = σel,i + k sgn(V )
,
(31)
hi
N
where L2 is the total contact area and N is the number
of segments.
P After that the full friction force is calculated
as F =
Fi and with this value we solve the kinetic
equation (24). Further the new values of X, V , ∆X are
obtained and the procedure is repeated again. Since the
coordinate X of the top block increases during process of
motion, according to fig. 11 we obtain hi in different moments of time, and time dependencies of main quantities
(F (t), V (t), etc.) have stochastic components [34].
Fig. 12 shows the time dependencies of total friction
force F and shear velocity V of the top rubbing block as
a result of friction process modeling for rough surfaces,
which is depicted in fig. 11. In this figure it is visible that
the both quantities are changed during time, and velocity V has a stochastic component [34, 35]. But in [34, 35]
in order to take into account random effects the stochastic terms were introduced into the basic equations. In
the present work the stochastic behavior is the result of
roughness of rubbing surfaces. Figure 12 shows that the
system has the properties of dry friction regime because
the friction force has big value similar to fig. 6. However,
not all domains of surfaces have solid-like structure during full motion time. It can be seen in figure 13, where the
time behavior of order parameter ϕ and elastic stress σel
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Fig. 11 The mechanical analogue of tribological system with rough surfaces (coincide with fig. 5), which is obtained at realization of iterative
procedure (29) at parameters I = 1, τλ = 200, ∆t = 0.25.
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Fig. 12 The time dependencies of friction force F (mN) and shear
velocity V (nm/s) for parameters of fig. 6 and l = 1 nm, L = 0.12 ·
10−4 m, N = 1000, V0 = 1200 nm/s, T = 200 K.

for the last domain of top surface is depicted. There are
time moments when the lubricant is liquid-like (ϕ = 0,
σel = 0). But the most part of domains during friction has
solid-like structure, therefore the mode of dry friction is
observed. All dependencies in figs. 12 and 13 are calculated for the time t > 2 s, when the stationary regime is
realized.
In fig. 14 the time dependencies of total friction force F
and coordinate X for process of friction of rough rubbing
surfaces (fig. 11) at larger velocity V0 are shown. In accordance with this figure the stick-slip motion mode sets in.
But this regime is not strongly periodic, because the frequency of phase transitions and amplitude of friction force
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Fig. 13 The time dependencies of order parameter ϕ and elastic
stress σel for last domain of top rubbing surface at parameters of
fig. 12.

are not constant during time. The reason for this is the
roughness of top and bottom rubbing surfaces. In the beginning of motion in time interval t < tA the system is in
the dry friction mode with large value of friction force F .
In the intervals tA < t < tB and t > tC the stick-slip
mode of motion is realized. But in the intermediate interval of time tB < t < tC the greater number of domains
has solid-like structure with non-zero shear modulus, and
system as a whole has the properties of dry friction. In the
bottom panel in fig. 14 in the X axis the three points A, B,
and C are shown, which correspond to the time moments
tA , tB , and tC . This points are depicted in the X axis in
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Fig. 14 The time dependencies of friction force F (mN) and coordinate of top rubbing block X (µm) at parameters of fig. 12 and T = 200 K,
V0 = 1650 nm/s.
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Fig. 15 The dependence of shear velocity of top block V (nm/s) on coordinate of this block X (µm) at parameters of fig. 14.

fig. 11. According to fig. 14 the points A, B, and C are
the coordinates of left side of top rubbing block where the
transitions between different regimes of friction occur. In
the work [36], taking into account the external stochastic force, the similar quasi-periodic time dependencies of
stresses are obtained.
In fig. 15 the dependence of shear velocity V of top
rubbing block on coordinate of this block X is shown. In
this figure it is visible that during time intervals when the
system is in the dry friction mode the velocity V has small
value. The coordinate dependence of velocity in this figure is characterized by a variable amplitude and frequency
also. It is worth noting that the coordinate dependence of
the shear velocity has a parabolic form. The study of dependencies of the tribological variables on the coordinate
of the top rubbing block was also carried in [37].

still higher increase in the temperature the lubricant melts
even at zero shear velocity. Using the proposed theory
the mechanical analogue of tribological system has been
studied, and the time dependencies of friction force are obtained for the increasing shear velocity and temperature.
It is shown that in a wide range of parameters the experimentally observable stick-slip motion is realized. This
stick-slip friction mode was shown as a result of the firstorder phase transition between liquid-like and solid-like
structures of the lubricant. When studying the effect of
the temperature on melting, we have found that with the
temperature increase the lubricant melts at lower relative
shear velocities of the interacting surfaces. The obtained
results qualitatively coincide with the experimental data.
Since the model is quantitative, it may be modified to describe particular experiments.

7 Conclusions
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